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MF 500 Series

MF 1500 Series
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VERSATILITY, POWER And PERFORMANCE

Massey Ferguson’s new Dyna-4 
transmission gives you Powershift 
flexibility, fingertip declutching and 
forwardreverse shuttling, all in 
one convenient, left-hand shuttle 
lever, so your right hand is free to 
handle hydraulics or other controls. 
The efficient, functional Dyna-4 
transmission is available in all six 
MF 5400 Series 60 – 105 PTO hp 
tractors.

With their productive power, versatile 
performance and exceptional 
comfort, the MF 1500 Series compact 
tractors can take on an endless 
variety of jobs. Two models – MF 
1533 (33 engine hp) and MF 1540 
(40 engine hp) – deliver the features 
you need for the challenges you face, 
whether you’re an estate owner, 
contractor, landscaper, nursery 
owner or grounds crew.

Hard-working 500 Series tractors 
are ideal for jobs around the farm, 
the construction site, the feedlot, or 
anywhere else you need a powerful, 
versatile tractor that operates 
efficiently and productively.

Visit your Massey Ferguson dealer today, and test drive one of 
the MF 500, MF 1500, MF 5400 or MF 6400 Series tractors.

Chino Welding & Assembly
16379 Chino Corona Rd.
Chino, CA 91710
(909) 597-4716

Farmers Tractor & Equipment
1132 South Main St.
Porterville, CA 93257
(559) 784-4967 • (800) 533-4967

Kings County Equipment
Hanford, CA • (559) 582-9393
Madera, CA • (559) 674-2444 
www.kingsequipco.com
 
Ott’s Farm Equipment
& Supplies
Fallon, NV • (775) 867-2322
Yerington, NV • (775) 463-4550
fallonwelding.com

MF 6400 Series
The new MF 6400 Series tractors 
deliver the power and performance 
you need to get more work done 
in a day. Choose from six models 
– each designed with your power 
requirements in mind.
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The new VARMITgetter does not use torch handles 
and mixing tips (they are fine if you are cutting met-
al). VARMITgetter has designed a consistent mixing 

technique for the gas to be injected in the tunnel that is three 
to four times faster than other hand-held devices on the mar-
ket.
Advantages
1 Our wand is meant to be back filled to keep the concussion in 
the tunnel/burrow and keep the noise level down.
2 If you hear a bang you are losing 50 to 70% of your concus-
sion that should be in the tunnel/burrow.
3 Saves on your oxygen.
4 Hand held devices are DANGEROUS.
5 VARMITgetter gets the gas in the tunnel/burrow 3 to 4 times 
faster than the handheld devices.
6 Our device does not have to be cocked and valves to be turned 
each time you fire it like the handheld that are out there.
7 VARMITgetter can be fired repeatedly over and over again, 
simply by applying the gas and hit the button without being 
near the blast.
8 In VARMITgetter’s owners manual it tells you how long 
to apply the gas depending on what varmint you are dealing 
with.
9 VARMITgetter is priced hundreds of dollars less than the 
handheld devices on the market and doesn’t break down.
10 Wired remote control -- up to 25’ away from the blast site.

11 Operator DOES NOT hold onto applicator, which produces 
the blast.
12 Operator is not fatigued by the constant concussion of the 
blast.
13 The other hand-held units cause some operators to flinch, 
causing not enough gas to be used for proper application.
14 You are able to see the blast from a safe distance at the con-
trol box and know how effective it is, versus just hearing it.
15 Able to cover firing cone with loose dirt to help keep gas 
from escaping and to snuff out possible fire.
16 More portable, easier to move from burrow to burrow, it is 
smaller and better balanced.
17 Well built to protect sensitive parts, yet readily accessible 
for easy repair.
18 Extra safety measures are built in, so in the event that the 
unit has been damaged or misused, you are protected by check 
valves, flashback arrestors and pressure relief plugs.
19 The firing cone is made smaller, therefore, easier to use on 
small rodents, such as the gopher and mole, etc.
20 Some repairs can be done while in the field, such as the 
check valve and wiring.
21 The single dispersion hose provides better gas mix, giving 
more effective and consistent blasts.
If you have any questions, would like more information or to 
purchase call our toll free number 1- 877-XVARMIT or go to 
www.varmitgetter.com e

VARMITGETTER™
The Newest, Safest Burrowing Pest Control Device, Featuring A Wired Remote Control !!

If the 7th annual Willamette Valley Ag Expo is any indica-
tor of the agriculture economy in Oregon things must be 
great.  The Expo, scheduled for November 13th through 

the 15th in Albany reports an increase in vendor sales of over 
20% over last year, with dozens of new companies joining the 
Show this year. “We had over 90% of last year’s vendors re-
turn and have had a lot of interest from new companies both in 
the Willamette Valley and regional or national suppliers”, said 
Scott Ingalls, producer of the event.
The Expo features over 130 Ag related suppliers, services and 

equipment dealers as well as offering CORE certification training, 
a large antiques farm equipment display and a very popular used 
equipment sale alley.  The sale alley is open only to sellers that are 
vendors within the Expo and has been a popular addition.  
Another new feature this year will be a ‘ride & drive’ on 

Wednesday evening. “This is an opportunity for the hobby 
farmer or stock owner that normally wouldn’t come to an event 
like this to drive some of the smaller and medium size tractors 
and such”, according to Ingalls.  “In fact, along with the ride & 

Ag Expo Grows And Changes
drive we are offering programming from the Extension Service 
geared to the smaller acreage owner on Wednesday evening 
too”. There will also be a working demonstration of GPS con-
trols in front of the facility, presented by Fisher Implement.   
The Willamette Valley Ag Expo is produced by Ingalls & As-

sociates for the Willamette Valley Ag Association, a non-profit 
group formed and managed by vendors within the Expo. The As-
sociation uses a percentage of realized profits from the Expo to 
provide $1,000 scholarships to Oregon college students studying 
in the agriculture field. This year the Association awarded seven 
such scholarships. Those students are expected to be at the ven-
dor breakfast during the Expo if their class schedules permit.  
The Expo runs Tuesday, November 13th from 9 to 5, Wednes-

day, November 14th from 10 to 9 and Thursday, November 
15th from 10 to 5.  Admission is $4 which includes a $2 dis-
count on the ‘Ag Bar-B-Que Lunch’.  Parking is free.  More 
information including sle items, class schedules and vendor 
listings is available at wvaexpo.com.
Contact: Scott Ingalls, 800-208-2168, scott@ingallsagency.com e
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CALL BEFORE YOU DIG!
Our NATURAL GAS PIPELINE could be buried near you.
Please contact your lo-
cal ONE-CALL CENTER 
at least two business 
days before you exca-
vate, fill, plow, auger, 
grade, bore, trench, or 
blast. We will locate and mark pipeline --- free of 
charge. This will help ensure the safety and the 
continued operation of our pipelines.
YOUR LOCAL ONE-CALL CENTER
(800) 342-1585 Idaho Counties:

Ada, Bannock, Bear Lake, 
Canyon, Caribou, Cassia, 
Elmore, Gem, Nez Perce, 
Owyhee, Payette, Power, 
Twin Falls

(800) 428-4950  Idaho: Kootenai County
(800) 822-1974  Idaho: Latah County
(800) 398-3285  Idaho: Shoshone County
(800) 332-2344  Oregon: All Counties
In an emergency, call us toll free 
24 hours a day at (800) 972-7733.

You probably know us as Northwest Pipeline Corporation, One of the Williams
Companies; however, we’ve changed our corporate name and logo. We are now 
known as Williams. You will continue to see Northwest Pipeline Corporation on

our warning signs, but in most instances we will be known as Williams.
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FIRST STREET WELDING INC.

Custom Welding - Hitches
Trailer Repair

Aluminum & Stainless
Farm Equipment Repairing

473 1st St. E.
Idaho Falls, ID 
(208) 522-2588
Proud To Support 

The Area’s Farmers & Ranchers
www.firststreetwelding.com

“There just isn’t enough we 
can say about the Super Edge 

Auger Flighting” Agrees Doug and 
L a u r a Egbers, owners of Egbers Flighting & 
Supply L.L.C. The Super Edge is created in the rolling process. 
This is a cold rolling process so the steel is not heat treated. 
“This lets the steel retain its strength.” States Doug. Because of 
how the flighting is made, the outside edge is thicker than your 
common market flighting or plain flighting as they call it. Super 
Edge Auger Flighting has approximately 50 thicker outside edge. 
It gives longer wear and longer life of the auger.
And Egbers knows their augers. Their repair and fabrication 

division has years of experience in re-flighting and balancing 
auger sections. “It just makes good sense to replace the auger 
flighting instead of buying a new auger section.” Confirms Doug- 
“”New auger sections can be pricey and the Super Edge Auger 

Egbers on
Super Edge

Flighting is priced to sell,” Along with their repair’s Egbers offers 
a wide assortments of replacement parts and tubing. They have 
you basic inside tubing, pipe, rolled tube for grain cart unloading 
augers all the way up to 40 ft. lengths for transport augers, 
“We’ve always thought freight and shipping to our customers 
was a problem, we can ship pretty much all the replacement parts 
a customer needs from here.” States Laura “That way all your 
parts come from one location instead of several,”
New service for Egbers is their ability to balance combine 

rotors. “We’re always looking for new products and services 
for our customers. These rotors can be balanced at a fraction of 
what a new one costs,” Says Laura.
All in all Egbers supports a great team for sales and repairs. 

They’re your One-Stop-Shop for your replacement needs. Call 
them at 800-462-2588 or check them out on the web - www.
eflighting.com. e
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MIL-STAK has taken great care to design a mid-size 
bale conversion that does not damage your New Hol-
land bale wagon. Conceived and invented by a cus-

tom hay stacking operator, the goal was to design a fast, simple 
way to single-handedly load and stack mid-size bales with a New 
Holland bale wagon. Yet equally challenging was to try to retain 
the ability to quickly switch back to small bale loading. In their 
Mid-Size Bale Loader, MIL-STAK has accomplished just that.
Now offering three models from which to choose, MIL-STAK 

is able to fit any size of operation, from the family farm to the 
large commercial operator.
• The model 1030-s is designed for 3x4 bales with the big 

operator in mind. It is extremely strong and built to withstand 
many hours of continuous use.
• The all new 1028-s model is designed for the 3x3 bales and 

is nonadjustable.
• The model 1032 is adjustable and able to handle the 3x3 and 

3x4 bales with ease.
All three models are designed to easily switch to and from mid-

size bale loading with a few bolts and hydraulic quick couplers. 
Everything is either bolted on or plugged in – there is no weld-
ing on your bale wagon and no wires cut. By utilizing your bale 

MIL-STAK Mid-Size Bale Loaders
Fast, Simple, Affordable

wagon’s existing controls, the operator can quickly and easily 
load a tight, uniform stack of mid-size bales. And with features 
like the Air Bag that virtually eliminates any side roll of the bale 
wagon, a specially designed Cushion Valve, which allows opera-
tors to gently place bales on a second table, and the second Table 
Booster that helps lift the extra weight of the mid-sized bales 
by lifting toward the front of the second table, which greatly re-
duces the stress on the pivot pins, the MIL-STAK Mid-Size Bale 
Loaders are not only a joy to work with, but will help keep your 
bale wagon around longer by lessening wear and tear. Add in the 
matching yellow and red paint job, and it’s evident that MIL-
STAK is the leader in quality and appearance.
MIL-STAK...fast, simple, affordable. For more information 

call (208) 452-6045, fax (208) 452-6065, or write MIL-STAK 
INC. at 1350 Glenway, Fruitland, ID 83619. e



sible solutions. Many of these ideas 
have accomplished some amount of 
improvement, but often end up creat-
ing more problems or simply poor re-

sults. That is until now.
STARR TRAK was 

designed and built as a 
logical answer to irriga-
tion rutting problems. 
Now carried by your 
local Zimmatic dealer, 
this system is simple, 
affordable, and most 
importantly, effective. 
Not only will it solve 
your rutting issues, it 
will do so without cre-
ating other problems.
The patented STARR 

TRAK system has 
proven to tremendous-

ly increase flotation allowing the ma-
chine to roll more freely resulting in 
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As you know, center pivot and 
linear irrigation systems, un-
der certain soil conditions, 

can be plagued by severe rutting 
problems. There are 
many things that irri-
gation managers have 
attempted in the past 
to curtail the problem 
such as plowing in 
ruts at the beginning 
of the year, or fill-
ing the trenches with 
wood chips, rock or 
hay bales, just to name 
a few. This often helps 
but invariably rut-
ting problems persist 
and worsen leading to 
time and money lost to 
things such as:
• Digging out bogged down towers
• Erecting and repairing corner units 

Starr Trak
that have collapsed while trying to 
climb out of trenches
• General wear and tear to machinery 

from crossing trenches

Rutting problems have been around 
for years and have spawned many pos-

Starr Trak, The Answer To Irrigation Rutting Problems

We were pioneers in the fertilizer 
business beginning fifty-five years 
ago as a sideline to our ranch general 
store. My cousin, Maurice, saw great 
promise in the soil fertility trials a 
Washington State College agronomist, 
Harley Jacquot, had done. When pub-
lic funding for Harley’s research ran 
out, he came on board as our full-time 
ranch agronomist. My father, Sher-
man, then a clerk at our store, started 
supplying neighbors with fertilizers.  
Dad and Harley organized research 
tours on the ranch every summer, at-
tended by hundreds of farmers from 
across the region. 
Today we’re proud to serve farmers and 

ranchers in many communities across 
eastern Washington.  We’ve worked with 
cattle raisers since I was a toddler—pro-
viding nutrition supplements, battling 
invading weeds, and helping produce 
the best results on pastures, hay fields, 
and range.  My Dad’s philosophy of hir-
ing dedicated local people, investing in 

the communities we serve, and building 
long term relationships with customers 
is deeply entrenched in our organiza-
tion. The dedicated people who are The 
McGregor Company join me in salut-
ing our cattle raising neighbors.  We’re 
relative newcomers, with ninety-four 
years as cattlemen, compared to many 
of those we serve.  We believe that farm-
ers and ranchers are the cornerstone to 
our Pacific Northwest economy and are 
the unsung environmental leaders of our 
region—as good stewards of the prairie 
hills and canyons they manage.  We tell 
of your achievements and of how proud 
we are to be of service to you every time 
we get a chance.  
On behalf of my colleagues in each 

of the rural communities we serve, we 
the people of The McGregor Company 
are mighty proud of our neighbors who 
produce the foodstuffs that feed people 
around the country and the world.
Respectfully,
Alex McGregor e

The McGregor Company
More than 120 years ago four McGregor 

brothers got their start as open range 
(“tramp”) sheepmen in the early 1880’s. 
They weren’t always welcomed as they 
trailed their sheep from scabland winter 
pastures to the surrounding mountains.  
“Cattle owners are running from a pesti-
lence—sheep,” wrote a growly Yakima 
cattleman of those pioneer days.  My 
great-uncle, John, recalled that the big-
gest challenge in those years of living in 
tents and traversing open range was “the 
farmer and his shotgun”.
The McGregor brothers took to the 

plow themselves and began growing 
wheat in 1901.  They began raising cat-
tle, in addition to sheep, on their range 
eight years later. They incorporated their 
ranch as McGregor Land and Livestock 
Company in 1905.  At the McGregor 
ranch, headquartered at Hooper, today 
we raise cows and calves on scabland 
pastures and wheat on the adjacent hills 
near the confluence of the Palouse and 
Snake Rivers.
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Visit us at Spokane Ag Expo 2008!

much shallower tracks. For instance, 
in one field test, high-float tires were 
creating ruts anywhere from 12” to 
24”. When the STARR TRAK system 
was used, the ruts were only two to 
four inches deep. One to two feet ver-
sus two to four inches, that’s roughly 
a 600% improvement in track depth. 
With this improvement, difficult soil 
types that have previously prevented 
automated irrigation systems from be-
ing installed may now be manageable 
using STARR TRAK.
Not only does this system increase 

flotation, it also helps minimize rut-
ting from soil erosion through its 
horizontal traction pattern which al-
lows water to move to the outside of 
the track rather than centralizing wa-
ter flow as do existing tire patterns. In 
addition, STARR TRAK is designed 
to keep the tires in their factory-de-
signed angle (something that can’t 
be done  with solid metal or bolt on 
wheels) so as to not put any added 
stress on the axels and support tubes. 
Also, STARR TRAK may be used on 
the entire system or simply on prob-
lem towers.
Since the development of STARR 

TRAK, a need was recognized for 
the same track to be applied to cor-
ner units. The extreme weight, varied 
angles, and stress created by irregu-
lar terrain previously made widening 
the track difficult. The development 
of a retrofit bracing system for cor-
ner units has solved those challenges. 
These are now available for new or 
used pivots and allow our STARR 
TRAK assembly to be added to any 
corner unit. End tower rut crossover 
or simply the over watering in corner 
machine tracks need no longer be a 
problem for irrigators.
Imagine no shut down calls at mid-

night, no missed water timing, no 
digging or pulling machines out, no 
more filling in ruts. Then imagine, 
smooth field preparation and harvest 
operations under your pivot or linear 
system without damage to equipment. 
Imagine solving the cause of the prob-
lem rather than just fighting the symp-
toms. This is what STARR TRAK de-
livers.
The market is in need of a solution 

and we are ready to help solve your 
problems. e
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The new science of hybrid al-
falfa follows the history of 
corn. Just as hybridization 

steadily improved corn yields, hybrid 
alfalfa is improving hay yields.
The presence of inbred seeds in the 

commercial product was an obstacle 
to higher alfalfa yields until Dr. Paul 
Sun, of Dairyland Seed, took up the 
challenge. Over the course of more 
than 20 years, his team developed a 
true hybrid process that opened the 
door to greater yields.
Our patented msSunstra® Hybrid Al-

falfa Technology is an exciting break-
through in alfalfa plant breeding. It 
maximizes the yield potential of su-
perior alfalfa germ plasm and allows 
Dairyland Seed breeders to capture 
the full genetic potential of parental 
lines in the commercial product.
HybriForce-400 gives farmers the 

flexibility to harvest earlier and im-
prove forage quality with less risk 
of stand loss. Because the plants are 
more resilient, an early harvest of 
higher quality forage does not raise 
the same level of risk of stand loss as 

with early harvest of current alfalfas. 
HybriForce-400 has the potential to 

retain more plants per square foot, re-
sulting in more fine stems per square 
foot when managed properly. Many 
producers have observed quicker dry-
ing time as a result.
Greater yields per acre from hybrids 

may allow you to improve your crop 
rotation by taking advantage of nitro-
gen fixed from your alfalfa stands. 
With greater yields per acre, more 
efficiency is obtained. With more 
efficiency, stand duration could be 
shortened, thereby taking advantage 
of more “free” nitrogen across your 
entire farm.
The bottom line? You are now able 

to improve alfalfa yields by an aver-
age of 16% on your own farm, where 
it counts. At today’s values, you can 
improve your operation to the tune of 
$375 per acre.
HybriForce-400 has sold out since 

its 2001 introduction. So, don’t wait 
to order! Improve your yields while 
supplies last. Call 1-800-236-0163 
today. e

How can you improve yields by
an average of 16%?

Saddle Butte Ag is a grass seed 
company based in the heart of 
the Willamette Valley; known as 

the grass seed capital of the world. With 
more than 40 years of seed production 
experience, the company specializes in 
all aspects of the production of top qual-
ity grass seed. Saddle Butte Ag owned 
by two Oregon farm families, does 
everything from planting the seed, to 
harvesting, processing , packaging, and 
eventually marketing and shipping the 
finished product to markets in the USA 
and around the world. General Man-
ager Michael Witt said this hands-on 
approach is vital to their business. “We 
can deliver different quantities and con-
trol the quality of our product,” he said. 
“We have better control of cost and can 
deliver seed in a timely manner.

Saddle Butte Ag is sensitive to custom-
ers’ specialized needs. Saddle Butte Ag’s 
seed production, and access to quality 
forage grasses from Europe and New 
Zealand, enables them to create blends 
that meet any customer’s specific seed 
needs. The company sells several variet-
ies of forages, orchard grass, ryegrass, 
and fescue, as well as other agricultural 
products like turnips, chicory, plantain, 
oats and peas.
They also offer many types of clovers. 

Our exclusive variety of Ladino White 
Clover, Seminole, is a high yielding, 
cold tolerant forage compatible with 
other grasses and alfalfa.
Saddle Butte works closely with uni-

versities and researchers to keep abreast 
of new releases of improved seed that 
can be grown not only in the Pacific 

Saddle Butte Ag
Northwest, but across the United States 
and the rest of the world. They are de-
veloping varieties of forage grasses that 
are resistant to cold and rust, as well as 
forage grasses that maximize milk pro-
duction for dairy cows.
Saddle Butte Ag is actively participat-

ing in the wildlife seed market servic-
ing customers through out the United 
states. The wildlife mix is designed 
to attract deer, elk, and turkey. Saddle 
Butte Ag  adjusts each customer blend 
for the soil type and climate of each re-
gion they sell to.
With most of the production in house, 

Saddle Butte Ag provides top-of-the-
line quality seed and service to all its 
customers. If you have any questions 
please call Saddle Butte Ag at 541-491-
3501 e

Cliff’s Saws and 
Cycles, Inc.

2619 10th St.
Baker City, OR 97814

(541) 523-2412

Since 1958
Co-Owners

MRS. CLIFF (Sally) FARMER
KIP FARMER

• Honda ATV’s
• Honda Motorcycles
• Honda Power Equipment
• Stihl Products
• Bombardier Recreational Equipment
• Ski Doo Snowmobiles
• Traxter ATV’s
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A major challenge on the farm-
stead is maintaining a pond for 
not only aesthetic appearance, 

but also a balanced fishery and good 
water quality. Many ponds are plagued 
with poor water quality that can result 
in major algae blooms, fish kills and 
poor water transparency. Poor water 
quality is the root of all evil concerning 
ornamental ponds, resulting in low oxy-
gen; excessive algae and weed growth 
and not so nice looking water.
Many of us wonder what are the 

causes of such conditions and how 
we can correct them.  Most biologists 
know that excessive nutrients such as 
nitrogen and phosphorus are the cul-
prits of poor water quality. Even small 

amounts of these nutrients in water 
can make a major difference between 
a clean pond and an unsightly pond.

NUTRIENTS
Sources of nutrient entering a pond 

come from a variety of sources that we 

Farm Pond Water
Quality Maintenance
By: Jim A. Keeton, Fisheries Biologist

Before Microbes

call non-point source pollution because 
it is hard to identify all sources in par-
ticular pond water shed. In agricultural 
areas, run-off from fields, corrals, barns 
etc. can contribute large amounts of 
phosphorus and nitrogen if your pond is 
down stream. Even wells can be a major 
contributor to algae growth if they are 
loaded with nutrients. Many people as-
sume if the water from a well is clear 
and cold, then it must be good when if 
fact, testing many times reveals high 
levels of phosphorus and even nitrogen.
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
 The key to a successful farm pond 

management and a beautiful pond are 
maintaining water quality through a 
variety of options. The best manage-



ment approach is solutions that are 
biological and mechanical, without 
the use of chemicals. In many cases 
we cannot controls sources of nutri-
ent entering a pond, so in-pond meth-
ods can be used to reduce nutrients 
and maintain good water quality and 
clarity.
These methods include:
Subsurface aeration, consisting of 

fine bubble diffusers to increase oxy-
gen, freshening water, reducing nutri-
ents and creating a better aquatic hab-
itat for beneficial organisms to return 
to the pond.  Subsurface aeration is 
the best as these aerators can circulate 
large volumes of water from the bot-
tom up with low power consumption 
when compared to fountains.  There 
are even solar powered aerators for 
lake and ponds that are as good as 
an electric unit, with no power costs 
“ever”, but will cost more up front.

Beneficial microbial additions, a 
new technology that is very effective 
and a very promising aquatic man-
agement tool. Microbes can effec-
tively reduce nutrients to low levels, 
digest bottom sludge and reduce all 
forms of nitrogen. Various beneficial 
microbes are now available for differ-
ent functions, depending upon pond 
conditions.
Artificial substrates can be added for 

ponds that are very eutrophic (heavy 
nutrient levels), to grow beneficial 
organisms and absorb nutrients main-
taining clear water.
To summarize call a professional 

biologist that can assess your ponds 
state of health and make recommen-
dations based upon sound science. 
In the next article we will expand on 
aeration, biological management pro-
cedures and fishery management. e
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After Microbes

Canyon Honda

(208) 468-0775
www.canyonhondaidaho.com

Complete Line Of Honda Motorcycles, 

ATV’s, Scooters & Watercraft

Factory Authorized Service

Full Line Of Honda Parts & Accessories
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September 11-13, 2007
Husker Harvest Days – Grand Island, NE
(630) 462-2900
www.huskerharvestdays.com

September 11-13, 2007
Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show
Canada’s Outdoor Park, Woodstock, Ontario, Canada
(800) 563-5441
www.outdoorfarmshow.com

September 18-20, 2007
Farm Science Review
Molly Caren Agricultural Center, London, OH
(800) 644-OPSR – fsr.osu.edu

September 18-20, 2007
International Plowing Match & Farm Machinery Show
Leeds/Greenville, Ontario, Canada
(800) 661-7569 – www.plowingmatch.org

October 16-18, 2007
Sunbelt Ag Expo
Spence Field, Moultrie, GA
(229) 985-1968 – www.sunbeltexpo.com

November 7-10, 2007
Agri-Trade Farm Equipment Exposition
Westerner Park, Red Deer, Alberta, Canada
(403) 347-4491 – www.agri-trade.com

Fall Ag Shows
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Otter’s, Inc. is a family owned operation, building 
angle dozer blades since 1958.  The company’s 
founder, Marion Otter previously operated under 

the title of Otter Manufacturing until 1997 when he retired. 
He then turned the company over to his sons, Frank and Greg 
Otter, presently, Otter’s Incorporated. 
An Otter Angle Dozer gives you maximum use from your 

tractor year-round for snow removal, packing silage, terrace 
repair, cleaning feedlots, etc.  Otter’s will custom design 
blades to fit your individual tractor. 
Otter’s offers balanced and pivotal dozer blades for the 

standard 2-wheel drive tractor with optional widths of 9 ft., 
10 ft., 11 ft., and 12 ft.  The blade mounts close to the front 
wheel for best control, has easy suitcase linkage for angle 
change and activates from a standard 8-inch cylinder which 
is included.  The push frame is designed to take the beating 
that a dozer gets on the corner.
For the mechanical front wheel standard 4-wheel drive 

tractor there are optional widths of 10 ft., 12 ft., and 14 ft. 
and optional accessories offered.  

Otters, Inc.
Dozer Blades Designed To
Fit Your Individual Tractor

“Think Otter” for your pushing, packing and cleaning. For 
more information or questions, Phone 785-567-4648 or Fax: 
785-567-4629.  E-mail: info@otterdozer.com;  Website: 
www.otterdozer.com e



Steveco Canyon 
Farms

1509 N. Canyon Creek Rd.  

Newdale, ID 83436
Conn Crapo: 

• (208) 313-6310
• (208) 458-4298 

• Fax: (208) 458-4288

• Dark Red Norland  

• Russet Burbank

The challenges facing the potato industry today are 
leaving many to wonder if a practical solution even 
exists – especially for growers.  Serious over cap-

italization and over capacity in all aspects of the potato 
production has led to excess supply, cutthroat pricing, and 
a significant overhead tax in almost every facet of the in-
dustry.
Moreover, fundamental changes among traditional cus-

tomers and consumers are challenging the industry’s 
long-established practices. Customers nationwide have 
consolidated and are gaining significant pricing leverage, 
ultimately reducing profitability for growers. Even worse, 
the real consumer, the average American, is eating fewer 
potatoes.  
For the industry to be successful, the only variable that 

should remain constant is change itself.  With the market, 
customers and consumers always changing, a new business 
model must be devised to identify and solve the problems 
within the supply “pipeline.”
GROWERS
First and foremost, it all starts with the grower. Potato 

yields are up 65 percent over the last 25 years.  Since 1987, 
growers are producing on 10 percent fewer acres; but on 
those 10 percent fewer acres, they are actually growing 
more potatoes. The net impact is the equivalent of adding 
20,000 additional acres. Most years, 13 million hundred-
weight of excess potatoes are grown.  In other words, that 
is 1.3 billion pounds of surplus.  What does that excess 
production do?  It crushes the market.        
PACKING SHED CAPACITY
Additionally, in the past 10 years, a major shift has oc-

curred.  Large growers have become “grower-shippers” il-
lustrating that many in the industry still believe bigger is 
better. As a result, these “Mega Sheds” are contributing 
to the 40 percent excess shed capacity within Idaho. With 
their focus on absorbing overhead rather than meeting ac-
tual market demand, the real market – the actual consumer 
– continues to be overlooked and even ignored.    
Likewise, this excess production capacity represents a 

massive tax on every bag that comes out of each shed by 
flooding the market and lowering the price for everyone.  
In order to sustain that over capacity, it is estimated that 
growers and sheds alike are losing a minimum of $1.00 to 
$1.25 per bag in profit. The picture does not change when 
shifting from fresh to frozen processors or dehydrators. It 
is the same over capitalized picture.

Potato Industry
Challenges
By: Jerry Wright
CEO, United Potato Growers of Idaho
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Meyer
Seed

Potatoes

CUSTOMERS
With over 200 sales people in Idaho alone, and probably 

more than 400 nationwide, all are competing for the same 
accounts. Because many of the industry’s customers have 
undergone significant consolidation in the past 10 years, 
today there are probably no more than 40 major buyers in 
the fresh market.  This means that there are more than 400 
sales people chasing 40 buyers – all trying to sell the 1.3 
billion pounds of excess potatoes produced each year.
CONSUMERS
In the last 20 years, in-home consumption of potatoes has 

declined 27 percent, a trend that was happening long be-
fore the introduction of low carb diets and Atkins. In 1984, 
some 84 percent of American households had potatoes and 
ate them 3.4 times per week.  Today, only 74 percent of 
households have potatoes and only eat them 2.4 times per 
week.  Both household penetration and frequency have de-
clined.  
THE SOLUTION
Growers are finally recognizing they must UNITE and 

control their future.  Recently, growers nationwide decid-
ed to make their own luck and dictate their own future. 
UNITED together, growers decided to stop overproducing 
by controlling what they planted – a major paradigm shift 
in North America for potato growers.  
In 2005, members of UNITED cut 35 thousand acres of 

spuds, which was 54 percent of the USDA reported reduc-
tion in fall plantings. In September through November, 
growers saw the highest returns in 10 years; but it has not 
been flawless.  The excess capacity that oversupplies the 
pipeline, in spite of the smaller crop, still plagues the in-
dustry.  
The changes needed cannot stop at reduced plantings.       
Additional steps must be initiated to reduce excess ca-

pacity in the sheds and in the sales and marketing orga-
nizations, which is literally costing Idaho growers more 
than a hundred million dollars each year.  Measures must 
also be taken to fully consolidate the supply chain, encom-
passing both the packing capacity and sales organizations. 
Without it, no one will gain leverage with the consolidated 
customer base.  
Finally, the real problem must not be forgotten. Declining 

consumption by consumers cannot be ignored. Significant 
dollars must be spent to reverse the trend. The industry, 
after a 20-year nap, has finally awakened to realize the 
consumer has moved on. Like the cheese, milk and almond 
industries, the potato industry must spend millions of ad-
vertising dollars to reverse this trend and remind consum-
ers they can again enjoy potatoes.   
Simply put, all players in the industry need to UNITE.  

Changes are inevitable, only a unified effort will make ev-
eryone profitable. e
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Baum Seed Potatoes is a multi-
generational seed grower, 
located in the Upper Snake 

River Valley community of Ashton, 
Idaho. In the state that grows far more 
acreage of potatoes than any other, 
Ashton has become infamous within 
Idaho as the seed potato producing 
capital of the world.
The community is nestled against 

the southern slopes of the Island Park 
Caldera. Tens of thousands of years 
ago, major volcanic activity in the 
nearby regions of Island Park and
Yellowstone Park—so major that 

ash has been recorded in as far away 
regions as Florida—made the Ashton 
soil and its underlying bedrock of 
basalt quite accommodating for pota-
toes. Add that to a high altitude, mild 
summers and harsh winters to curtail 
the spreading of diseases, and you’ve 

got the ideal circumstances for grow-
ing good, quality seed.
Going on three generations, Baum 

Seed Potatoes has been producing 
quality certified seed potatoes for 
more than sixty years. It all started in 
1947 with dark Baum, who
started with a field of Canadian this-

tle and wild oats and turned it into a 
crop. He passed the torch on to his 
son. Rex, about 30 years ago. Rex 
has integrated the latest in growing 
practices, along with more modem 
machinery, into the business. The tra-
dition continues with his son Jared.
Baum Seed Potatoes grows 550 acres 

of the highest quality seed of Russet 
Burbanks, Norkotahs, and the inno-
vative new variety, RB-70s.
For more information, please call 

208-390-7301 or log on to www.rex-
baumfarms.com e

Baum Seed Potatoes
A Multigenerational Seed Grower

Jared Baum holds his newly harvested Russet 
Burbank seed. He says up until a few years ago, 
russets were the only variety the Baums grew.

Superior Performing Seed Pota-
toes, as sold by Letal Brokers, 
emerge quickly with little or no 

seed-piece decay, resulting in plants with 
strong stems and a uniform tuber set, and 
plants that resist premature senescence. 
They result in higher yields and greater 
profits for you the buyer.
Growers that produce seed potatoes for 

Letal Brokers have the knowledge and 
ability to produce Superior Performing 
Seed Potatoes.
Jim Letal has 35 years of experience 

working in the seed potato industry 
advising growers on the best growing 
practices. He worked in Alberta as the 
Provincial Seed Potato Specialist for 
25 years and has spent an additional 10 
years operating a seed potato tissue cul-
turing laboratory. 
Jim knows that in order to produce Su-

perior Performing Seed Potatoes, you 

need to have an excellent seed producing 
area that is free from most disease, insect 
and nematode pests. In addition, the seed 
must meet the following criteria:
Have a chronological and physiological 

age suitable for your growing area
Have a suitable nutrient level in the tu-

bers to ensure rapid emergence 
Be free from bruising and frost damage
Be graded to a size profile desirable for 

your growing area
Be stored in a fashion that enhances 

seed quality and prevents premature 
sprouting 
Our seed growing areas have distinct ad-

vantages, such as relative freedom from 
disease, long day length during the grow-
ing season, physiological and chrono-
logical age that works to your advantage, 
modern equipment and storages that 
maintain high quality and ensure quick 
and efficient delivery to your farm.

Jim Letal has the knowledge to ensure 
that growers produce seed potatoes that 
have the superior performance character-
istics suitable for your farm and growing 
area. Give Jim a call (see advertisement 

on this page) and he will provide you 
with prices and availability on high per-
forming seed potatoes that are specific to 
your needs. e

Superior Performing Seed Potatoes
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(Louisville) –  There’s a saying out 
in the country that ‘it’s so quiet you 
can hear the corn grow.”  This time of 
year all you will hear corn doing is set-
tling in the bins.  However, if you lis-
ten carefully some crisp, calm, autumn 
night you might just hear the sound of 
spring field work.  No, it is not ringing 
with tractors and planters, spray rigs 
and seeders but buzzing with insects 
and bugs earthworms and bacteria.  We 
refer to the earth as being ‘dormant’ this 
time of year, but far from dormant, the 
earth is alive and active; repairing, re-
placing, and rebuilding so that you can 
use it again next year to pull in another 
crop.  Many farmers, if they condition 
their soils at all, either mechanically or 
chemically do not do so till the spring, 
but now, before you park the tractor in 
the barn for another season is the time to 
capitalize on the prep work that nature is 
already doing.  A better understanding of 
the science of soil is showing that some 
of these products do offer some benefit.  
Joe Dedman, Certified Crop Advisor 
with Monty’s Plant Food Company in 
Louisville, offered these thoughts on 
why using products like Monty’s Liquid 
Carbon is so critical for the fall.
Before you can begin with any calcu-

lation of the value of conditioning you 
have to know where you are starting 
and establish a baseline.  For that reason 
Dedmon says, “Soil Testing is critical.”  
He recommends fall as the best time for 
this as well because you will know what 
your needs are ahead of the spring and 
can plan for them financially. Further, 
the fall is when you may actually have 
time to soil test adequately and proper-
ly. Too many times we approach spring 
with the intention of testing but it is too 
rainy to get into the fields, then when 
the sunshine does break we are in such a 
hurry to get things planted on time that it 
slips off the calendar.  Additionally, right 
now temperatures and moisture levels 
are moderating which will tend to give 
the most accurate readings for soil pH 
and nutrient levels.  Finally, by know-
ing your input needs and plans now you 
have time to shop around for your inputs 

so that you can maximize any cost sav-
ing that may be waiting.  Even if you 
don’t apply any fertility till the spring by 
buying it now you can reap huge divi-
dends for your bottom line.  
Time - Soil Conditioners especially 

conditioners which contain humic sub-
stances like Monty’s Liquid Carbon pro-
vide numerous benefits like improving 
tilth, reducing compaction and hardpan, 
improving drainage, improving nutri-
ent exchange and availability but all of 
these processes take some time to work. 
By applying it now you will gain at least 
4-5 months over applications made 2 
weeks prior to planting.
Time pt. 2 -  One of the most valuable 

resources you have is your time.  By 
conditioning now, following harvest, 
when you generally have more time you 
can free your production calendar of one 
more chore this spring.  Additionally, 
Spring weather is unpredictable at best 
and you can find yourself late into April 
still hoping to get the fields dry enough 
to plant, much less to make an extra pass 
through the field with conditioner.
Water Management -  One of the main 

benefits of humic technology is the abil-
ity to assist you in better utilization of 
water.  By applying in the fall, you al-
low the soil to hold any moisture that 
falls during the course of the winter, 
while also opening up the soil profile to 
provide for better drainage.  Imagine a 
spring where you are not held out of the 
field by poor draining soils or find your-
self planting into dust hoping for a rain 
shower to get the crop up. Soils condi-
tioned with a humic-based conditioner 
offer you the opportunity to improve 
drainage while holding moisture in the 
seed zone. This can allow for earlier en-
try into the field without fear of compac-
tion problems or worries about seed rot 
prior to germination.
Residue Management -  No-Till ag-

riculture is no longer the exception; 
it is the rule.  Leaving last year’s crop 
residue does provide for some undeni-
able advantages, however, you can still 
maximize even those results by utilizing 
humics in your conditioning practices.  

When you apply a product like Monty’s 
Liquid Carbon you are not only working 
to build the soil, but you are activating 
the microbes, earthworms, arthropods, 
and small mammals that call the upper 
seven inches of top-soil ‘home.’  As 
these elements of the soil ‘community’ 
are energized, they begin feeding and 
breaking down the residue more ef-
ficiently making the resulting organic 
matter available sooner and releasing 
more nutrients into the soil profile ahead 
of spring planting.
Improved Soil Condition –Improved 

tilth maximizes aerobic activity, im-
proves water percolation, and move-
ment of nutrients.  Improvement of pH 
levels for optimum seed development 
and early plant growth should have a 
positive impact on additional root estab-
lishment and photosynthesis.  Humics 
have also shown the ability to reduce 
compaction, break up hard pan, and 
improve friability of soils all of which 
can make your tractor move through the 
field much more easily thereby reducing 
time and fuel operating costs. 
The key to these changes is doing 

them before the microbes, earthworms, 
and microorganisms move deeper into 
warmer soil, die or become inactive in 
winter’s cooler soils.  By conditioning 
your soils now, which can be as easy 
as applying Monty’s Liquid Carbon at 
64oz. per acre diluted in 15 gallons of 
water directly to the soil, you are poten-
tially buying yourself an extra week to 
two weeks this spring.  As we all know, 
time, especially in modern agriculture, 
is money. And that is the bottom line; 
by conditioning your soils, by better 
preparing your seed beds, and by allow-
ing them to better utilize your inputs and 
nature’s resources you are maximizing 
your chances for an optimized bottom 
line.  
“Shhh, if your quiet enough, out here 

in the country this time of year you can 
hear your bank account growing.”
www.montysplantfood.com  or call 1-

800-978-6342 for more information of 
fall fertility or soil conditioning prac-
tices. e

Spring Begins Today: 5 reasons to condition your soil now
Harvest doesn’t end the season, it starts it;
5 reasons to condition your soils now.
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New, Improved Pena*Tron Soil Conditioner Will Maximize 
Yield And Quality And Increase Your Profits

Pena*Tron Is Low-Cost, Conserves Water And Reduces 
Pumping Expense For All Crops!

1. Better Soil Physical Properties
 • Fewer Clods & Less Dirt On Crop
2. Better Plant Nutrition
 • More Resistance To Disease

3. Better Water Management
 • Better Drainage
 • Reduced Water Runoff
4. Reduced Tillage & Harvest Cost
 • Saves Fuel As More Triable Soils

...In POTATOES
• Yield Increase of 31-60 cwt/acre. 
- Average Of 47 cwt in 14 tests.
• Less Brown Center & Hollow Heart.
• Fewer Clods & Less Dirt At Harvest

...In SUGARBEETS
• Less Crusting - Better Stands.
• Wilting Is Greatly Reduced.
• Yield Increases Of 1-3 Tons/Acre.

...In MALT BARLEY
• Yield Increase of 12-30 bushels/acre.

...In ALFALFA
• Faster Stand Establishment And
  Nodulation.
• Increase Yield (1-2 Tons/Acre).
• Improved Protein And RFV.

...In BEANS and PEAS
• Yield Increase of 3-5 cwt/acre.

Pena*Tron Works Great On Beets, Potatoes and ALL 
Crops To Reduce Water And Nutrient Stress!

Available At
Your Fertilizer
Dealer Or Call:
(800) 775-6123

CROP TEST RESULTS

The weather has been kind to seed 
potato farmers in Washington 
State this season.   With seven 

growers tilling over 2,400 acres, Washing-
ton seed potato farmers believe they are 
supplying seed of the highest quality from 
this year’s crop. 
Nearly sixty varieties of seed potatoes 

are grown in Washington, including Red 
Lasoda, Chieftan, Russet Burbank, Ranger 
Russet, California White, Umatilla, Satina, 
and Yukon Gold. A majority of each crop 
is committed to buyers at harvest, and the 
inventory is entirely cleared out each year. 
Growers are committed to meeting their 
customer’s needs and welcome cooperative 
efforts to explore and grow new varieties. 
Whatcom County, located in the ex-

treme northwest corner of the geograph-
ic US, is the state’s most concentrated 
seed potato growing area. Whatcom 
County is in a narrow strip of fertile soils 
between Puget Sound and the Cascade 
Mountain Range. With this geographic 
location, Whatcom County growers are 
isolated from large commercial potato 
operations. There is also seed produc-
tion just west of Spokane.  
Whatcom County is legislatively pro-

tected to be a prime certified seed potato 
growing area.  General commercial po-
tatoes may not be grown in plots larger 
than an acre. That protection has helped 
win Whatcom seed a good reputation over 
many decades. Major customers for WA 
seed potatoes are in Skagit County located 
immediately to the south, the Columbia 
Basin of eastern Washington, Idaho, and 
the Bakersfield area of California.
2006 marks the 50th Anniversary of 

the Washington State Seed Potato Com-
mission (WSSPC). The WSSPC was es-
tablished in 1956 to “establish orderly, 
fair, sound, efficient, and unhampered 
marketing and standardizing of seed 
potatoes, and to promote and increase 
the sale of seed potatoes”.  The WSSPC 
helps growers address mutual challenges 
and works with researchers and govern-
ment agencies to make sure that Wash-
ington seed potato growers remain on 
the “cutting edge” of new technology, 
growing practices, and quality control.  
Like most agricultural industries, much 

has changed in 50 years. What has not 
changed is the commitment of Washing-

ton seed growers to supply quality seed to 
their customers. Washington seed potato 
growers take pride in their field standards 
and grading and testing requirements that 
insure that their seed meets the demands 
of commercial potato growers throughout 

the world.
Those interested in knowing more about 

the WSSPC and the Washington seed pota-
to industry can access the website at http://
www.waseedpotato.com/ or call 360-354-
4670 for a current crop directory. e

Washington seed potato farmers
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Stukenholtz Laboratory Inc.
Celebrating 37 Years of Agricultural Testing

The Oregon Potato Commission has a variety of ben-
efits to offer the potato industry.  Much of what we 
have been involved with this past year revolves 

around establishing relationships with nearby states and 
potato industry leaders in those states.  We have also been 
involved with promoting our frozen, dehydrated, and fresh 
potato products to individuals from different countries 
around the world, and furthering the pursuit of ongoing re-
search.  Promotion of our locally grown potatoes has also 
occurred in the form of educational events and participation 
in public affairs.  We have much optimism for the coming 
year and we anticipate increased potato exports from our 
region; especially the export of chipping potatoes.  
In order to foster the relationships we have established with 

researchers and growers as well as the Washington State Po-
tato Commission (WSPC), and the Idaho Potato Commis-

sion (IPC), a non profit company known as the Potato Va-
riety Management Institute (PVMI) was formed. PVMI is a 
non profit company with membership of the Oregon Potato 
Commission (OPC), Idaho Potato Commission (IPC) and 
the Washington State Potato Commission (WSPC). Each 
commission has an agreement with their state University to 
receive the first right to license new potato varieties.  The 
commissions have an agreement with PVMI to sub-license 
those varieties to growers.  In 1996 Plant Variety Protection 
(PVP) on potatoes became available, which allows exclu-
sive release and fees to be charged for licenses and royalties.  
For many years each of the state potato commissions have 
allocated funds for potato variety development.  Over 20 
years ago, in these three states, potato variety development 
programs started working together in a program called Tri-
State Potato Breeding.  

An Update on the
Oregon Potato Commission

In 1970, there were no commercial soil and plant testing 
laboratories in Idaho. Farmers applied fertilizers based 
upon educated guesswork. Dr. Dale Stukenholtz and his 

wife Joyce saw an opportunity to build a business and started 
a soil and plant testing laboratory and field consulting service 
based in Twin Falls, Idaho. Dr. Stukenholtz had an unusually 
diverse background as an educator at the University of Nebras-
ka, an agronomist in the fertilizer industry, and a farmer, and he 
saw a need for more modern fertilizer recommendations to pro-
duce greater yields at less cost. His clients were the growers, 
so he could make unbiased recommendations that maximized 
economic return to the farmer. After extensive field research, 
he developed these improved fertilizer recommendations that 
quickly became popular with growers and form the basis for 
nearly all fertilizer applications in the intermountain west area. 
Stukenholtz Laboratory clients include growers from all neigh-
boring states and several foreign countries including Australia, 
Canada, Egypt, Russia, Mexico and New Zealand.
Stukenholtz Laboratory provides 1 to 2 day service, including 

picking up and delivery time, across Southern Idaho from St. 
Anthony and Grace to Parma and Homedale. Results can be 
delivered, mailed, faxed, or pulled from the Laboratory’s web-
page: www.stukenholz.com. To improve their service, Joyce 
and Dale Stukenholtz expanded the laboratory 11 years ago, 

installed the latest in computerized instrumentation and quality 
control, and made it the most modern and well equipped agri-
cultural laboratory in their market area.
Critical to the success of Idaho’s most efficient laboratory and 

largest field consulting firm has been its personnel. Dr. Stuken-
holtz has had a PhD in Soil Fertility and Plant Nutrition since 
1964 and his son and Laboratory Manager Paul has nearly com-
pleted his own. Consulting agronomists include J.P. Krucke-
berg of American Falls, a 29 year veteran of field consulting 
and the most successful single agronomist in the state, and Bart 
Kunz. The Laboratory and office staff are equally good.
Stukenholtz Laboratory continues with research and im-

provement. In conjunction with the Idaho Crop Production 
Association and University of Idaho CFEP research project, 
Stukenholtz Laboratory has helped to ensure that fertilizer rec-
ommendations in Idaho are the most cost efficient possible and 
produce the maximum economic yield while protecting the en-
vironment. Stukenholtz Laboratory personnel have conducted 
field research on over 40 different products and continue to 
be the experts at “cutting edge” agricultural technology. As 
we end our first 37 years of business and begin our next, we 
would like to thank our current and former employees for their 
dedicated work and our customers and clients for their years 
of support. e
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Tri-State is one of the premiere potato breeding programs in 
the world.  Each state and program brings unique situations 
and personnel to the table for the overall program. Tri-State 
participants are Oregon State University (OSU), University 
of Idaho (UI), Washington State University (WSU), Agri-
cultural Research Service (ARS), IPC, WSPC and OPC.  
Earlier this year, the Oregon Potato Commission (OPC) 

along with the Washington State Potato Commission 
(WSPC), and the Idaho Potato Commission (IPC) hosted a 
group of individuals from Central America.  These individu-
als represented opportunities available in this portion of the 
world to export frozen potato products.  Members of this 
group toured the Port of Seattle upon arrival and before de-
parting the U.S., had meetings near Moses Lake and Pasco, 
and visited growing and packing facilities around the state.
Education and promotional events have occurred this year 

as well. One such event involved a series of grower appre-
ciation days put on at McDonalds restaurants around the 
state. At these events, growers would greet the press and 
talk about how they sell their potatoes directly to this res-
taurant.  Additionally, the OPC held a cooking contest at the 
Oregon State Fair where members of the public had the op-
portunity to enter dishes made from Oregon potatoes.  One 
of our commissioners demonstrated cooking methods using 
fresh potatoes and dehydrated potato products at this event.  
Prizes were also distributed along with recipes to interested 
individuals.  The event turned out to be a success and many 
people were introduced to new and innovative potato prepa-
ration methods.
The Oregon Potato Commission is working along with oth-

er potato growing states to promote a specialty crop industry 
priority document which will be submitted to the Oregon 
legislatures.  This document has been produced by a coali-
tion of specialty crop people that represent over 42% of all 
farm gate crop value in the U.S. 
It is hoped that by producing this document, members of 

the legislature will support economic growth for potatoes 
in Oregon.  
The economy around the Pacific Northwest is growing due 

to increased exports at our ports. We are proud to be part 
of this growth and continue to foster relationships with our 
neighboring states, the international community, our state 
universities, and the public. e
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equipment

Are you looking to replace your com-
bine or corn head but don’t have to 
capitol to update both? Or do you need 
to have a specialty head custom built? 
Or rent a head for harvest? Or are you 
looking for a Bin Extension? Or want-
ing to find an easier way to harvest 
Down Corn? Or do you just want to 
adapt a newer head to an older combine 
or an older head to a newer combine. – 
Either way, we have you covered!
Harv’s Farm Supply, manufacturer of 
BISH brand products – including Bish 
Head Changers, Bish 
Bin Extensions, Bish 
Down Corn Reels and 
Bish Custom Built 
Corn and Row Crop 
Heads – has been in 
business for 31 years 
at it’s original loca-
tion 4 miles west of 
Giltner, Nebraska.  
Harv’s Farm Supply 
started business in 
1976, with the intro-
duction of the Bish 
Head Changers.  
Bish Head Chang-
ers are packages 
which enable producers to place John 
Deere corn and row crop heads onto the 
combine that best fits their operations.  
Originally targeting the John Deere 
heads to be mounted onto combines of 
other manufactures, we now mix and 
match heads of nearly all brands onto 
combines of the most popular manu-
factures.  This ability to serve the hard 
working men and women that take 
grain from the field to the table has lead 
this business to evolve into a leader of 
quality products and services that we 
provide each and everyday. 
As the farming practices changed 
across the country the business grew.  
Sales of John Deere row crop heads fol-
lowed shortly after the introduction of 
the Bish Head Changer, the two went 

hand in hand.  As farming practices 
changed and the flex head was brought 
into production, proving to be a very 
adequate tool for harvesting soybeans, 
particularly those planted in rows nar-
rower than 30”.  
John Deere’s decision to discontinue 
the row crop head, has caused demand 
to slightly increase, improving the used 
head market particularly in the hard to 
find row spacings.   Soybeans, sorghum 
and sunflowers are the crops of choice 
for these heads. 

Originally selling 8 row and smaller 
row crop and corn heads, we now focus 
on the needs of producers that require 
heads not offered by original equip-
ment manufactures. With 100 corn and 
row crop heads in stock we offer a wide 
variety of row configurations to meet 
your needs.
With the introduction of the New Hol-
land – CR Series and the Case IH 70 
and 8010 combine -’ feeder house 
widths have increased.  Harvs Farm 
Supply has created a frame with adjust-
able filler plates to accommodate the 
New Holland – CR and Case 70 and 
8010 as well as many other brands of 
machines. 
We can currently fit our new frames 
on almost any New Holland, Case IH, 

John Deere, Cat Challenger, Cat Lex-
ion, Massey Fergusson and Gleaner 
combines.  This universal feeder house 
opening on various machines can be 
obtained with minimal changes to the 
head due to the use of a Bish Head 
Changer and allows producers to 
“share” a head with combines of differ-
ent manufacturers.  
In addition to this newer feeder house 
opening, we are building a frame spe-
cifically designed to accommodate the 
row units from Case IH 900 and 1000 

series heads to be 
used on the newer 
Case 70 and 8010 
combines as well 
as the 21, 23 and 
2500 series com-
bines, as well as 
the John Deere 
combines. This 
is very beneficial 
for a producer 
that wants a row 
width up to 40” to 
have a corn head 
that will do the 
best job of cutting 
up the stalk while 

being reasonably priced. 
One of the main products of our com-
pany is our Bish Head Changer, we 
offer over 70 different possibilities.  
We welcome your challenges to adapt 
your favorite combinations of heads 
and combines. The Bish Head Changer 
can save you money, as many produc-
ers can not afford to update to a newer 
combine and corn head or cutter bar at 
the same time.  
The Bish head changer allows you to 
use your existing head to your newer 
combine. Please call before you make 
your next leap to a newer piece of 
equipment as not all combinations are 
compatible. While we specialize in 
head changers, but we do not have the 
same expertise in the wiring for your 

Harv’s Farm Supply Inc.
Helping You “Adapt” To Harvest
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header height control. For your wiring 
needs for your header height control 
and sensors please call the friendly wir-
ing experts at Headsight Inc. – www.
headsight.com.
Harv’s Farm Supply has in stock over 
50 combinations of drive lines and 
parts, and we also offer Field Tracker 
and Contour Master Drive conversion 
kits, to place your level land head onto 
a lateral tilt feeder house.  We stock cus-
tom made stub adapters- such as 1-1/8 
hex female to 1-3/8 21 spline male as 
well as many others. We offer bolt on 
stub shaft adapters for your John Deere 
combines which enable you to attach 
a new head to an older combine via. 
Telescoping power shaft These compo-
nents can all be viewed in detail on our 
website – www.harvsfarmsupply.com 
From the 30+ years of experience of 
building corn and row crop heads we 
have tried a lot of things, made many 
business contacts, created products 
that have had major impacts in the way 
people harvest and most of all have 
made a network of not just customers 
but FRIENDS!
Our website offers most of our inven-

tory at your fingertips, as well as the 
details of the other great products we 
offer. Please take a moment to explore 
our company at www.harvsfarmsup-
ply.com and let us help you make your 
dream a reality.
Harv’s Farm Supply is owned by 

Brad and Christy Bish. Our address 
is 508 South “D” Road  Giltner, Ne-
braska 68841. Please contact us at 
harvs@harvsfarmsupply.com  or phone 
402.849.2674, if you have any ques-
tions or comments, we welcome your 
thoughts. e
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The hydraulic grapple rake, a versatile new tractor/load-
er attachment, is giving farmers and ranchers greater 
control and efficiency in cleaning up, moving, loading, 

and stacking tasks.
While the dirt bucket has been the standard tractor or loader 

attachment, it has drawbacks in a variety of tasks requiring 
control and efficiency such as raking, carrying, or stacking.
Because it’s more efficient and adaptable than the bucket, the 

grapple rake, which hydraulically opens, closes, and moves its 
jaws of spaced metal tines, is becoming indispensable. It can 
remove trees and brush or surface rake limbs and debris with-
out piling up unnecessary dirt. It can dig out roots, stumps, and 
rocks. It can pick up, move, and stack logs and hay bales. It 
can even lightly plow and efficiently tackle a variety of tasks 
requiring more control than the typical bucket provides.
Dorman Walser, who farms and ranches 4,000 acres in Crow-

ell, Texas, used a standard bucket attachment on his Caterpil-
lar loader, as well as other implements, to remove trees/brush, 
move firewood, and haul hay. He was less than satisfied with 
the results.
“The bucket could pile stuff up, but couldn’t rake or stack,” 

Walser says. “It dug into the ground and picked up a lot of 

trash and dirt that we had to sort out. It wouldn’t hold things 
in place.”
To dig out roots, Walser resorted to plowing. “The plows 

would hang up on roots and tear up shanks,” he says.
While hayforks could move hay bales, they lacked the control 

necessary to stack them. Says Walser, “When the bale rolled 
off the fork, I’d have to hope it rolled where I wanted it.”
A firewood side business was also too manually labor inten-

sive, requiring sorting through logs and debris.
Walser needed a tool strong enough to pick up stumps, logs, 

and hay bales, controllable enough to stack them, and versatile 
enough to efficiently rake up twigs and limbs without piling 
up dirt. It also had to be strong enough to withstand long wear 
without breaking teeth.
He turned to a hydraulic grapple rake by Colville, Washing-

ton-based AnBo Mfg., which specializes in high quality de-
signed products for tractors, loaders, and skid steers.
AnBo built the grapple rake to fit Walser’s Caterpillar loader 

so no brackets were needed. The grapple rake operates with the 
loader like a bucket. You can raise and lower it, roll it forwards 
or backwards. Opening and closing its jaws of spaced metal 
tines is controlled by a third hydraulic function.

AnBo’s rakes designed to
help farmers move waste

E-Z TARP - Proven Reliabilty
• Reduces bruising

• Fully automatic, saves time, labor, eliminates
   climbing on load

• Tarps for semi-trailers available

Protect Your Crop 

E-Z Tarp Company
Alan Tsukamoto • 1000 West, 6 South • Blackfoot, ID 83221

Office: 208-684-3734
Cell: 208-680-1746 • Fax: 208-684-3735
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Walser chose and 8-foot grapple rake with 6-inch tine spacing 
to allow dirt but not brush to sift through the rake’s tines. AnBo 
uses a special type of steel that has twice the yield strength (re-
sistance to bending) and a much higher Brinell Hardness rating 
(resistance to wear) than T-1 steel.
When he uses the grapple rake to remove trees, stumps, and 

roots, he’s confident it’ll pick up the load without bending teeth 
or cluttering things up with debris.
“I can pick up whatever I want with it, from stumps as big as 

people to brush, without picking up dirt,” he says. “It’s great 
for grubbing out stumps and roots, and can do the work of five 
men moving and stacking logs in our firewood business.”
He uses the grapple rake not only to rake up tree limbs, brush, 

and trash, but also to lightly plow the ground in preparation for 
planting improved grass seed for cattle pasture. “Because you 
can do everything with it from removing stumps, to raking, 
to light plowing, it makes for a fast, easy way to get a clean 
pasture,” he says.
Walser uses the grapple rake to pick up, place, and stack 

square and round hay bales on a truck trailer, in addition to 
taking hay straight to the cattle from a haystack. “The grapple 
rake gives us more control than a hay fork,” he says. “With it, 
you can pick up, turn, set down and stack bales wherever you 
want. It’s a great tool for so many applications, and is quick to 
change over from a bucket.”
Dennis Sherer, who grows corn and soy beans and runs a cow/

calf operation on 2,000 acres southeast of Kansas City, Mis-

souri, had removed trees from a hedge row that was damaging 
a fence, and whose roots were jutting into a field. He was frus-
trated with pushing the trees on the ground with a dozer bucket 
for burning disposal. Trying to remove the roots with a chisel 
plow wasn’t working, and he disliked how waste hay fell from 
the bucket when cleaning around the cow racks each winter.
He turned to a 7’ AnBo grapple rake as an attachment for his 

tractor loader, and found the going much easier.
“Instead of pushing trees along the ground, I pick them up 

with the grapple rake and carry them to the pile,” says Sherer. 
“It grabs everything like the fingers of your hand, and gives 
you more control. With it, you can pick up just about anything 
off the ground. It saves lots of time picking up waste cow feed 
to spread over the pasture.”
Sherer has used his grapple rake to pick up, move, or load 

items that are difficult or inconvenient to do by hand. He’s used 
it to pull trees back from fence lines. He’s used it to load wood 
posts. He’s used it to pick up scrap iron, old tires, and concrete 
foundation pieces. With it, he plans to tear down old wood 
buildings and load them onto a truck for removal.
“It’s a great time saver,” concludes Sherer. “I wish I’d heard 

of it earlier.”
For more information, call 866-684-3330 toll free; fax 509-

684-1997; email sales@anbomanufacturing.com; visit www.
anbomanufacturing.com on the internet; or write to AnBo 
Manufacturing, Inc. at 685 S. Elm, Colville, WA  99114.
The Columbia Basin Farmer, September 2006
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The patent pending H & M go-
pher control system uses car-
bon monoxide from pressur-

ized engine exhaust to kill burrowing 
rodents such as gophers, ground 
squirrels, moles and voles.
According to the company, exhaust 

gas has long been one of the most le-
thal and least expensive methods to 
kill burrowing rodents.  But until now 
there hasn’t been an economical, ef-
ficient delivery system.
Company owners, Allen Hurlburt and 

Virginia Massey, said that the PERC 

Pressurized Exhaust Kills
Underground Rodents

Then you already know the chal-
lenge of keeping your irrigation 
on schedule for maximum prof-

it.  More than ever, high-energy costs 
make pivot management a critical task.  
In the early 90’s Jerry Abts was selling 
a sophisticated and expensive remote 
monitoring and control system for cen-
ter pivots; but most irrigators declined 
and simply asked, “what’a’ya got that 
will just tell me if my pivots are on?”  
The answer came in 1995 when Abts 
founded Pivotrac.com and patented a 
method of using simple text pagers to 
keep irrigators informed on the status 
of whole groups of pivots, one to a hun-
dred or more.
Today Pivotrac combines text messag-

ing and Internet connectivity with special 
radio telemetry that works everywhere 
to deliver on-the-go status of multiple 
pivots to anyone, anywhere.  Pagers are 
still used, but most subscribers receive 
the text messages on their digital cell 
phones.  In addition, the system pro-
vides remote start and stop options from 
any telephone or the Internet.
There are many reasons for on-site vis-

got pivots?

its to fields with growing crops being ir-
rigated by center pivots.  The difference 
with Pivotrac is you and your hands 
know immediately when a pivot shuts 
down (and you know when it starts back 
up).  Priorities change with new infor-
mation.  Now pivot status information 
delivered to everyone needing it can 
help adjust priorities to avoid costly 
downtime that can result in crop stress 
and yield loss.  Why wait until the last of 
the day to find out a pivot is stuck?  With 

Pivotrac the problem is immediately 
known before all the help goes home 
and you get “stuck” with the problem.
The service is simple, reliable and at 

just $225 per season, very affordable. 
Subscribers can view their pivots on a 
secure website from anywhere, and the 
website includes summary and detailed 
records of all pivot activity (www.piv-
otrac.com).  For a dealer in your area, 
contact Jerry Abts by phone at 888-872-
2360 or e-mail: jerry@pivotrac.com. e
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system (Pressurized Exhaust Rodent 
Controller) involves a 1⁄4 inch diam-
eter steel wand that is used to probe 
the burrow and injects pressurized ex-
haust via a hand piece valve that fills 
the burrow with lethal concentrations 
of carbon monoxide before the rodent 
has a chance to either escape or block 
the burrow.
An internal combustion engine, that 

also drives a compressor pump that 
pressurizes the exhaust gas to 125 psi 
in a storage tank, generates the car-
bon monoxide.
Two models are available. The PERC 

412 is a trailer-mounted unit with a 
13 hp motor and four reels each with 
a 50’ hose and the hand probe.  The 
412 features turf tires and is designed 
to be pulled behind an ATV.  It sells 
for $6,595 plus S&H.
The PERC 206 is a skid-mounted 

unit with a 6.5 hp engine, two reels 
with 50’ hoses and hand probes.  It 
sells for $3,695 plus S&H.
“No special use permits are required 

and crop stands are not damaged,” 
Hurlburt says.  “It is simple to use 
and safe for the operator as well as 
wildlife since there’s no poison bait 
or explosions involved.  No other 
control method is as effective, effi-
cient and as inexpensive to operate 
as ours.”
A PERC system can treat moder-

ately infested alfalfa fields at about 
3. 5 acres an hour with a single op-
erator, he adds.  Each probed location 
requires only about 20 seconds injec-
tion time.
“We have shipped units from South-

ern California to central Canada and 
as far east as Kentucky.  Though most 
of our market has been with alfalfa 
growers, orchard and specialty crop 
growers have also purchased units.  A 
school district purchased a PERC 206 
for their athletic fields and several 
government entities are very inter-
ested,” Hurlburt says.
Contact: H & M Gopher Control
Allen Hurlburt and Virginia Massey   
1979 Co. Rd. 106, Tulelake, CA 
96134
Phone (530) 667-5181
Email: hurlburt@cot.net
For more information,
www.handmgophercontrol.com e
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Buy
North

American

Agro Trend  Mfg.  has been serving customers in On-
tario for the past 16 years. Like their product, their 
service is solid and built to last. Strong ties have been 

forged with customers based on integrity and a pledge to de-
liver a quality product on time and at a fair price.
The Schildroth family of Listowel has owned Agro Trend 

Mfg. since 1991.
“The company had a pretty good product line—the product 

was well-designed,’’ said managing director Rodger Schil-
droth.
Agro Trend Mfg. is best known for its blowers which rate 

amongst the top models in the market.  The company’s 14 mod-
els from the 3’6” to the 9’ heavy duty have proven track re-
cords. The newest model is the heavy duty 102” single auger. 
However, the company has expanded its equipment line con-

siderably and improved existing products. In addition to snow 
blowers the company sells a range of cutters, dump trailers and 
sprayers. 
At Agro Trend Mfg., product changes are precipitated by cus-

tomer feedback or competition.  “Our customers are the expert 

son the equipment and we listen closely to what they say. As 
well, if we see a good idea in the market, we improve on it,’’ 
Schildroth said.
One of the products the company recently upgraded is a big 

dump wagon called the Big Mudder. It has been upgraded to 
an 18-ton capacity with a new undercarriage to handle the in-
creased capacity.
Agro Trend tends to be loyal to their suppliers because that 

relationship is very important. “If we build a long-term rela-
tionship, when a problem arises, it gets solved quickly. Also, 
we get to know the supplier’s product—we know the limits to 
which it can be pushed and we don’t have to worry about it. If 
you look at a piece of shafting in a gear box, you can’t tell the 
quality of steel by looking at it. The only test is when it is under 
load,” he said.
Loyalty, however, doesn’t mean Agro Trend is blindfolded. 

The company is looking carefully at offshore suppliers for op-
portunities.
Aside from the manufacturing end, the company is also expe-

riencing changes in the sales process. “We run our business a 
little differently from some. We try to have dealers set up with-
out any other dealers in the area,” Schildroth explained. How-
ever, as the big tractor companies consolidate their dealers, it 
becomes more difficult to give dealers an area to themselves.
“For instance, we may deal with one company that has five 

locations, but the other two dealers they bought are right beside 
our best dealer. This is out of our control,’’ he said.
Consolidation of dealers is one of Agro Trend’s concerns for the 

future. With fewer independent dealers, companies like Agro Trend 
have less choice of where their equipment can be sold because 
some of the big companies don’t like their dealers to sell short line 
products. There is some consolation that growing offshore tractors 
are gaining market share and are willing to include other products 
in their dealerships. Agro Trend currently has dealers in Ontario, 
Quebec, The Maritimes and the Northeastern United States.
As with many businesses, the continuing success through all 

the changes, negotiating and selling comes down to people.  
“The best part of the last 16 years is the people we deal with. 
We rely on our employees who produce and sell the best quality 
equipment. In turn we supply it to our dealers, who we expect 
are proud to sell our products,” he said.  “That’s what makes 
this business enjoyable.” e

Agro Trend  Mfg.
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The Pocket Gopher population in the Northwest is high 
because of the old cliché “out of sight, out of mind.” 
The damage they do goes unnoticed until harvest time 

and machinery is damaged and dirt is then added in with the 
crop tare.
Early spring, before the crop is grown and after the harvest, 

when the crop has been removed, is the time of year when the 
gophers in the Northwest are working new upper burrows 6 to 
12 inches deep. In extreme heat of cold, they will dig in their 
lower runs 24 to 30 inches deep.
The main reason that more mounds of dirt are not seen in your 

field is because they are amazing back fillers, pushing little 
piles of dirt up to 800 feet in an old run that they have aban-
doned.
The average gopher builds 150 feet of burrow run per day. In 

their short life span, their front teeth grow 15 inches in length 
and are kept short only by the fact that they eat and dig 22 
hours a day, 365 days a year.
Gophers never hibernate or go dormant. In fact, gophers only 

sleep 30 to 45 minutes at a time. Anything that works 8,000 
hours a year burns a lot of fuel. This fuel comes from eating 
crop roots and green foliage (everything but weeds).
The gopher is an antisocial animal who lives only in burrows 

of its own construction. 
If two gophers should meet in a run they would fight to the 

death, unless it is mating time.
Mating season in the Northwest is once or twice a year. But 

as any animal in the wild, when their population slowly begins 
to drop, they will mate outside of their regular mating seasons; 
having the ability to mate up to five times a year.
This is why poisoning needs to be done on a large scale and 

within a short span of time with a tractor drawn gopher ma-
chine (Burrow Builder). Small acreage (50 acres or less) can 
usually be done by hand poisoning and trapping if the job is 
followed up on until offspring have been eliminated.
Gophers have to be thought of as a nuisance, the same as 

weeds, they cannot be ignored. When weeds appear in crops, 
they are sprayed or cultivated out, then kept in check until the 
crop is harvested.
In the Spring and Fall, crop and soil conditions allow for large 

scale extermination and in-between these times, the gopher can 
be controlled on a smaller scale, even by hand poisoning and 
trapping, when conditions don’t allow machinery in the field.
Remember, just like weeds, the gopher is an endless supply. e

ALL AMERICAN
AG

Verminator Eliminates
Gopher Problems
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beef – dairy

Rio Hondo Livestock & Farrier Supply

Rio Hondo is family owned and 
managed by Richard and Lynn 
Brook. Rio Hondo is Spanish 

for the “deep creek” running through the 
Brooks’ ranch situated in the Snake River 
Valley of southern Idaho, 4.5 miles west 
of Buhl, along Scenic Highway 30.           
The Brooks have been in the ranching 

and farrier business for 35 years, having 
complete knowledge and expertise 
pertaining to the horse shoeing  industry 

including distinctive brand name tools 
and supplies. They also include their 
son and daughter, Rick and Suryia 
in the daily operation of the business 
emphasizing friendly service and customer 
satisfaction.
The Brooks’ thorough knowledge and 

experience in cattle ranching has prompted 
them to offer consumers Hi-Hog, “The 
Outstanding Brand” in farm and ranch 
livestock handling equipment. Rio Hondo 

will be the only provider of Hi-Hog 
equipment in Idaho. An “onsite” equipment 
display offers consumers a “no obligation” 
demonstration with the opportunity to 
check out the high quality and ease of 
handling this exclusive equipment offers.
Rio Hondo would like to take this 

opportunity to thank all of our customers 
for their support and patronage. We 
appreciate your business, and look forward 
to supplying your needs in the future. e

Rio Hondo Livestock &
Farrier Supply

Your Headquarters For:

AFFORDABILITY
DURABILITY
RELIABILITY
VERSATILITY
CUSTOM DESIGNS WITH STANDARD EQUIPMENT
DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME

(208) 543-2798                     Toll Free (877) 550-5807                        19645 Hwy 30
Fax (208) 543-2799                                                                                        Buhl, ID

www.riohondosupply.com

Northwest Lowline Classic
Central WA State Fair, Yakima, WA
October 3-7, 2007 (Show day is October 5 at 10am) 
 
Lowlines in Place – October 3-7 
NW Lowline Classic Show – October 5 10am

Upcoming Events
Breeders Reception – October 5 5pm
Clinics  – October 6, 10am TBA 
11:30am – lunch break 
1pm – “Marketing Your Steers”
More information available at www.nwlowline.com 
or call Glen at 360-894-5829
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beef – dairy

If I had a dollar for every time I’ve 
been asked this question, I could 
take myself out to lunch every day 

for a decade. The question usually comes 
from commercial ranchers or longtime 
cattle raisers.  These are people who 
know that their money is made at the 
scale.  Small cattle weigh less; therefore, 
they have to be worth less.  I’m here to 
say that it ain’t necessarily so.
Americans tend to like things big; we su-

per size our drinks and fries at the burger 
drive-through.  We like our big cars, 
we love big houses, we love to shop at 
warehouse stores and bring things home 
in quantities that require pallets.  It natu-
rally follows that we’ve taken our cattle 
industry in the same direction.  Bigger 
cows make bigger cuts of beef; bigger 
cows translate to more money based on 
weight.  Again; why Lowlines?  How can 
these small cows possibly be preferable 
to the ‘big guys’?  A little history might 
help answer the question.
Cattle weren’t always as big as they are 

today.  Lowlines are actually a better rep-
resentation of how Angus (and most other 
breeds) started out. A typical Lowline is 
about 1/3 smaller than a standard Angus.    
Lowlines are not dwarfs; they are the re-
sult of a lengthily Australian breeding ex-
periment.  They were specifically selected 
for size and temperament.  The end result 
of that Australian experiment is what we 
see today in Lowline herds in this coun-
try.  Along the way during the experiment, 
it was found that the smaller cows were 
equally efficient at protein conversion and 
produced a carcass with less waste and 
more  high quality meat.
So, we have small, easy to handle, easy 

keeping cattle.  They still weigh less, 
right?  They’re still worth less at slaugh-
ter time, right?  Yes to the first ques-
tion, not necessarily to the second.  The 
American consumer is changing.  Not 
everyone wants (or needs) a 40 oz. t-bone 
steak.  Many people want to know where 
their food comes from, and what that 
food has been fed or treated with.  Many, 
many people are wiling to pay a bit more 
to have these conditions satisfied.  This is 
where Lowlines start to shine.
Lowlines are perfect for grass-fed op-

erations.  For those who prefer grass-

fed beef, they will finish nicely on an 
exclusive grass diet.  For those who 
like a slightly different flavor, the addi-
tion of an extremely small quantity of 
unprocessed (not pelleted) grain will fit 
the bill.  Because Lowlines are smaller, 
and because they are efficient feeders, 
we have found it possible to graze 3 
Lowlines on the same area that will only 
support 1 standard size cow.
Perhaps this all sounds as though Low-

lines are only appropriate for the small-

time hobby farmer or someone looking 
for a pet.  Make no mistake; Lowlines are 
perfect for small acreage, as well as for 
hobby farmers and those who just want a 
walking lawnmower they can eventually 
eat, and you can’t beat them for personal-
ity.   But I also believe they have a place 
in larger operations.  Using Lowline bulls 
on commercial heifers can help reduce 

losses.  Yes, the calves are smaller, but the 
losses are smaller as well.  Is increased 
calf weight worth the cost of replacement 
heifers? I think, perhaps, it is not.  Would 
you like a breed that does extremely well 
on marginal forage and was developed in 
a country prone to drought?  Perhaps you 
would.  Can a short (42 inch) Lowline bull 
manage to breed the ‘big girls’?  He cer-
tainly can.  This year we have living proof 
on the ground; gorgeous little black baldies 
from our Lowline bull and the full sized 
Hereford and Angus/Simmental cows.
I don’t believe for a minute that Low-

lines and other small breeds are going 
to replace the large commercial cattle 
that we have today.  But I do believe 
that Lowlines have a place in today’s 
market.  There will always be a segment 
of the consumer population that wants 
‘more’ for their money; more peace of 
mind concerning where their food comes 
from, more quality for their consumer 
dollar, a more health-conscious sized 
cut of beef.  This is a steadily growing 
segment, and Lowlines are ready to sat-
isfy these consumer needs.
For more detail on the Lowline breed, 

please visit the American Lowline Reg-
istry website at www.usa-lowline.org. 
You will also find a complete list of reg-
istered Lowline breeders in the mem-
ber’s directory on this site. e

J & B LOWLINES 
Why Lowlines?
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Oxy Blast Plus, produced by 
Essential Water Solutions, 
Inc. of Story City, IA, is 

an economical water treatment and 
health enhancing alternative for dairy 
cows. Oxy Blast Plus is a base of 50 
percent hydrogen peroxide with a 

proprietary blend of over 30 herbal 
antibiotics and over 70 trace minerals 
that work synergistically to potentize 
the hydrogen peroxide.
As a water treatment, Oxy Blast Plus 

does two things: 1) It rids the water 
of the common contaminants such as 

sulfur (causing a rotten egg smell), 
manganese (the black stuff) and iron 
slime. It also helps to precipitate out 
the iron so the iron can be effectively 
removed with an optional sediment 
filter producing better quality water. 
Better quality water means that cows 

Oxy Blast Plus

MAS-D-TEC by Wescor offers a new development 
in electronic technology: Early Mastitis Detec-
tion.  It meets the requirements of a modern 

Wescor
MAS-D-TEC® Dairy Mastitis Detection

dairy operation and provides the manager with a simple, 
convenient and instantaneous means of detecting subclinical 
mastitis.  It eliminates the guesswork and time-consuming 
fuss associated with old-fashioned chemical tests for mas-
titis detection.
MAS-D-TEC measures electrical conductivity in a small 

sample of milk.  Research has shown that conductivity 
increases markedly with the onset of mastitis infection.  
MAS-D-TEC uses sophisticated technology to detect in-
creases in conductivity long before other clinical symptoms 
and signs are evident. 
With an average dairy of 120-150 cows losing up to 

$37,500 to mastitis every year, it is no wonder there has 
been so much talk among dairymen about mastitis.  It is 
estimated that at least 40% of all cows are infected with 
mastitis.  Most dairy farmers deal with the obvious clinical 
cases and usually overlook the less obvious, but far more 
costly, subclinical mastitis.  Those dairymen who are best 
informed as to herd health will be those who, through the 
application of good management factors, will ultimately 
have the “cleanest” herd.  In the past, detecting subclinical 
mastitis was difficult.  MAS-D-TEC makes it easy to detect 
and provides critical feedback. 
Laboratory analysis of somatic cell count in milk can in-

dicate the presence of mastitis infection.  However, since 
such analyses are performed away from the dairy and are not 
specific to the individual quarter, the results do not provide 
a means for mastitis detection as effective as MAS-D-TEC.  
Frequent herd monitoring with MAS-D-TEC will enable 
prompt action, providing effective, economical control of 
mastitis in your dairy herd.
For more information phone 1-800-453-2725 or visit our 

website at www.wescor.com/biomedical e

An estimated 40% of your herd can have undetected subclinical 
mastitis at any given time. You pay the price in reduced milk 
production, quality and profits.
Mas-D-Tec objectively and quickly identifies subclinical infections in 
seconds allowing producers to implement a program to eliminate 
existing problems.

800 453 2725 or Email at biomed@wescor.com.
Wescor Inc. 459 South Main St.
Logan Utah 84321-5294      www.wescor.com/biomedical
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“WE WORK ON THE LEVEL”
DAIRY SITES & PONDS

• EXCAVATING & GRADING

• SITE PREPARATION

• SUBDIVISION DEVELOPMENT

• DUMP & BELLY DUMP 

• SEWAGE PONDS

• EARTH REMOVEL/COMPACTION

• GRAVEL DELIVERED OR U HAUL

• CONSTRUCTION BUILDING SITES

208-678-2930 • 208-678-1222

Cell: 208-300-0388

597 S. 50 E. • Burley, ID

AZTEX GRAVEL & CONSTRUCTION

will drink more water which in turns 
encourages more dry matter intake, 
which usually encourages higher milk 
production. 2) It cleans up the water 
lines, spray nozzles and stock tanks.
As a health enhancing alterna-

tive, producers tell us they see more 
milk production, lower somatic cell 
counts, less incidences of mastitis, 
better conception rates while lower-
ing vet bills. Oxy Blast Plus may also 
be used as an effective and economi-
cal teat dip, a topical application use 
for hairy wart, and the use as a natural 
dewormer. Oxy Blast Plus can dissi-
pate chlorine out of municipal or ru-
ral water supplies and is approved for 
organic dairy farming use. Oxy Blast 
Plus is injected directly into the water 
system by a peristaltic squeeze pump 
that administers Oxy Blast Plus into 
the water supply. The proper level of 
Oxy Blast Plus to be used depends 
on the ORP (oxidation reduction po-
tential) level of the water which is 
directly influenced by the pH of the 
water.
The perfect companion for the Oxy 

Blast Plus to reduce pH is also avail-
able. It is called Perfect Companion 
7. Combination ORP/pH meters are 
available to measure ORP levels so 
you can get the most effective use 
out of the Oxy Blast Plus as possible 
when lowering the pH to 7.0.
Oxy Blast Plus is very economical 

to use. Depending on the size of con-
tainer, the volume you purchase and 
the maintenance level you run it at, 
it could cost only 2 – 4 cents per cow 
per day. Dairy producers have seen 
this investment pay back as much as 
twenty dollars to every one dollar in-
vested! Oxy Blast Plus is represented 
by distributors and dealers from all 
over the U.S. The system comes with 
a buy back guarantee on the pump 
within a period of four months. Con-
tact Essential Water Solutions, Inc. 
today so that you can start your ani-
mals drinking the best quality water 
possible. e
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For years the dairy industry has been searching for the 
solution to lameness issue with cattle. There have been 
attempts made to eliminate or reduce lameness through 

altering floor designs such as grooving, the use of rubber, scab-
bling etc. All of these efforts may appear to be the fix in the 
short term but over time they have not proven themselves.
AGRI-TRAC, a patented process and anti-slip surface, milled 

into existing concrete floors is proving to be the fix for slip-
pery floors which leads to hoof and leg injuries which lead to 
lameness.
Tom Woodall, the founder of AGRI-TRAC, worked with the 

slat manufacturers to come up with a process which would 

allow the prefabricated material to be resurfaced when they 
became slippery. At the time, Woodall was using a concrete 
planer attachment on a BOBCAT to resurface dairy barn floors 
in southern Ontario. This process was far too aggressive to be 
used on slat floors completely destroying them when tested.
Two years of design and testing lead to the development of 

the AGRI-TRAC process which was endorsed by the slat man-
ufacturers and lead to the current patent. The end result was a 
surface which has a corduroy texture and is more suitable for 
hoof health then the planer’s surface.
That was ten years ago. Today AGRI-TRAC is making a 

name for itself with dairy herds in 9 states and 9 provinces 
benefiting from the finish. Until just re-
cently Woodall has been a one man and 
one machine show which has provided 
the finish to over 550 different barns 
covering over 1.2 million square feet or 
27.6 acres of solid floor coverage.
With the word of mouth advertising 

AGRI-TRAC is getting from the farm-
ers, hoof trimmers, veterinarians and 
nutritionists, the demand has grown to a 
point where he can no longer support the 
demands of Canada let alone the added 
demands from states like Wisconsin, 
New York and Minnesota. The added 
hurdles imposed on North America as 
a result of 9-11 have also created prob-
lems with AGRI-TRACs abilities to 
provide service into the United States.
Why the demands?
Results and information provided by 

the dairy farmers who have had the 
AGRI-TRAC finish machined into their 
floors to date show:
• Milk productivity increases of up 

to 18%
• Heat detections increased by up to 

50%
• Hoof and leg injuries reduced by 

up to 55% 
• Cull rate reductions of up to 22%

AGRI-TRAC 
More Than Just Traction...
It’s Profit For The Farmer!
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• Payback on cost in as little as 7 months
Hoof trimmers have indicated that they have seen a reduc-

tion of income from farms having been AGRI-TRACed by up 
to 35%, stating that they are generally providing a manicure 
service rather then having to block and repair hoof damage 
suffered from previous flooring conditions. They are finding 
that the hoof is wearing evenly and at a rate slightly slower 
then the rate of growth.
AGRI-TRAC also aids in preventing and fighting off straw-

berry foot and other viruses. When comparing the manure 
storage of a grooved floor and that of an AGRI-TRAC floor, 
the AGRI-TRAC floor holds 1⁄4 the amount of manure reduc-
ing the amount of bacteria left on the floor after having been 
scraped.
All of this equals PROFIT to the farmer.
Woodall has recently hired on two crews to provide the Ca-

nadian dairy farmers a more timely service. He has custom-

ers that have waited for up to 10 months to have their barns 
completed after having had a trial area finished in their barns 
and then requesting the remainder of the barn be completed 
after experiencing the benefits of the service. New customers 

have been patiently waiting knowing that when AGRI-TRAC 
arrives a lot of their hoof health, lameness and heat detection 
issues will be addressed and taken care of.
For the dairy farmers in the United States, Woodall is look-

ing to develop a dealer network to provide services to them. 
The affects of 9-11 have virtually shutdown the border and his 
ability to get into the country. He has many customers in the 
Wisconsin area and New York state who have been demanding 
his services.
AGRI-TRAC has recently started to work with 2 recognized 

and respected non-partisan groups who are in the dairy in-
dustry to substantiate the data that has been provided by the 
farmers. The goal is to change the theory of power trowel and 
grooving new barn floors to provide a defense against slip-
ping. Woodall believes that a good quality surface finish can 
be put into freshly poured concrete using a rollerbug tool will 
provide a good stable no slip surface for up to 4 to 6 years at 
no cost to the farmer. When that surface wears and becomes 
slippery then call AGRI-TRAC.
For information pertaining to AGRI-TRAC call 1-877-966-

3546, visit the web site www.agritraction.com or visit us at the 
World Dairy Expo in Madison Wisconsin. e
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alpaca – llama

Adult alpacas stand at approximately 36 inches at the withers 
and generally weigh between 150 and 200 pounds.  They do 
not have horns, hooves, claws or incisors.  Alpacas are alert, 
intelligent, curious, and predictable.  Social animals that seek 
companionship, they communicate most commonly by softly 
humming.
Alpacas are shorn, without harm, every twelve to eighteen 

months.  They produced five to ten pounds of luxurious fiber.  
Long ago, alpaca fiber was reserved for royalty.  Today it is 
purchased in its raw fleece form by hand-spinners and fiber 
artists.  Knitters buy it as yarn.
Because of its soft texture, alpaca fiber is sometimes compared 

to cashmere. Making the fiber even more coveted, it has the luster 
of silk. Alpaca is just as warm as, yet 1/3 the weight of wool. It 
comes in 22 natural colors, yet can be dyed any desired shade.
Containing no lanolin, alpaca fiber is also naturally hypoal-

lergenic.  Most people who are sensitive to wool find that they 
can wear alpaca without the itching or irritation they feel from 
wool because alpaca fiber is smooth.
Additional performance characteristics include: stretch, water 

repellency, and odor reduction.  For travelers, clothing made 
from alpaca is desirable because it is wrinkle-resistant.
The alpaca industry has seen a continued growth over the past 

23 years.  The secret to a lucrative alpaca career is constant 
education.  There are a number of resources for those interested 
in starting their own alpaca business, such as attending alpaca 
local, regional and national AOBA certified shows and events.  
To find a complete list of these events, go to www.alpacainfo.
com and click on “Calendar of Events.”
Another great way to learn is to join AOBA as an associate 

member, which will give you a subscription to Alpacas Maga-
zine and the OneVoice newsletter, plus access to the AOBA 
lending library.  The AOBA lending library is one of the largest 
alpaca-related libraries in the world.  AOBA’s marketing Com-
mittee has produced several resources to purchase or to borrow.  
Topics include everything from care, feed and nutrition to how 
to raise you alpaca in general.
The best way to learn about the alpaca business, however, is 

to visit alpaca farms in your area.  The breeders will gladly 
answer all your questions and share helpful information about 
their experiences of starting up.  
While most alpaca farms open their doors to visitors any time, 

National Alpaca Farm Day is sure to include special activities 
and educational opportunities at a farm or ranch near you!
To find out more about National Alpaca Farm Day visit www.

NationalAlpacaFarmDay.com.  To locate a farm or ranch near 
you to visit any time, visit the Farm and Ranch Locator at 
www.AlpacaInfo.com or call the Alpaca Owners and Breeders 
Association at (800) 213-9522.  e

Alpaca Farms Celebrate First Ever
“National Alpaca Farm Day”
On September 29 and 30, alpaca breeders from across 

the United States and Canada will invite the public to 
come to their farm or ranch to meet their alpacas and 

learn more about these inquisitive, unique animals for the first 
National Alpaca Farm Day.
Alpacas, cousins to the llama, are native to the Andean Mountain 

range of South America, particularly Peru, Bolivia, and Chile.  
Alpacas were first imported into the United States in 1984.  

Since then, the alpaca industry has grown steadily, according 
to the Alpaca Owners and Breeders Association (AOBA), the 
backbone of the alpaca industry.  Current estimates total over 
100,000 registered alpacas with the Alpaca Registry, Inc. (ARI) 
in the United States and more than 4,000 AOBA members in 
North America.  
There are two types of alpacas in the United States today.  Al-

though almost physically identical, what distinguishes the two 
types of alpacas is their fiber.  The Huacaya (wa-Ki’-ah) is the 
more common of the two and has a fluffy, extremely fine coat.  
The Suri is the rarer of the two and has fiber that is silky and 
resembles pencil-locks.
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vision and drive that promises to make them valuable partners 
in the future of the alpaca community. Their love of the alpaca 

shows in every aspect of the Summer Breeze Ranch, from the 
farm guarantee and discounts for multiple services and sales, 
right down to their friendly and welcoming manner. e

Located in the beautiful northern panhandle of Idaho, 
Summer Breeze Ranch is owned and operated by Frank 
and Beverly Koerperich. Both Frank and Beverly were 

raised on farms in the Midwest so, while caring for alpacas is 
new to them, caring for livestock is not.
The couple purchased their first alpacas in the spring of 2005 

and the farm’s first cria arrived just weeks later. Since then the 
Summer Breeze herd has grown to 25 Huacayas. The Koerp-
eriches are willing to share what they know, and are careful to 
take the time to know where to find the answers for anything 
they need to learn.

The focus of Summer Breeze Ranch is improvement in the 
quality of their herd in every way, with the ultimate goal of 
quality fiber production. Frank and Beverly believe the future 
of the alpaca industry is fiber production and commercial de-
velopment, and that only an alpaca of increasingly excellent 
health and conformation will produce fiber of the highest and 
most marketable quality.
In order to preserve the safety and security of their own herd, 

the Koerperiches recently acquired a beautiful Great Pyrenees 
guardian dog. Kodiak was such a valuable addition to the farm 
that the decision was made to add a Great Pyrenees breeding 
program to Summer Breeze Ranch, with the first litter antici-
pated in 2008. Summer Breeze Ranch features Great Pyrenees’ 
from the Karolaska and Quibbletown bloodlines. These dogs 
are gentle, vigilant guardians for your alpaca, goat or sheep 
herd, residing in the field for full-time protection.
Summer Breeze Ranch is a developing farm, yet with genera-

tions of experience in both their families coupled with enthu-
siasm for their herd, Frank and Beverly have already shown 

Summer Breeze Ranch
Committed to the Future of the Alpaca Fiber Industry
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agriculture

marketplace

PROPANE

Metal Clad 
Buildings of Oregon

Locally Owned • Since 1964 
Licensed & Bonded #22820

POLE BARNS
INDOOR ARENAS • RV COVERS

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS • FARM  
RANCH • AGRICUTURAL • CUSTOM 

HOMES • STEEL BUILDINGS
Don’t just compare price...

compare QUALITY!
PO Box 1142 

La Pine, Oregon 97739

Brad Foote: (541) 536-1131
Cell: (541) 420-1103
Fax: (541) 536-9011
mcboo@u.c.i.net

FIELD GROWN
Conifers • Shade & Flowering Trees

CONTAINER GROWN
Natives • Shrubs

Trees • Vines • Perennials
4740 West Chinden Blvd.

Meridian, Idaho 83646
(208) 887-1790 • Fax (208) 887-9330

www.jayker.com

Mountain
Home KOA

“We salute Idaho’s                      
  farmers & ranchers!”

208-587-5111
220 E. 10th North

Mountain Home, ID 83647

New Steel • Fasteners • Stainless Steel 
New & Used Pipe • Beams

2515 E Comstock Ave. • Nampa, ID 83687
208-466-8913 Fax

800-851-8612 • 208-466-0036

ThE MarkETPlaCE wOrkS!
Call 1-800-330-3482 to get the
marketplace working for your business.

YOUr BUSINESS hErE

6928 W. State • Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 853-0526

• 23 Beers on Tap 
• 6 Beautiful Bartenders 
• 1 Ugly Owner
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equipment

Cushman
Drilling
208-785-1588
208-681-5615

Down-Hole Television Inspection
Perforation Cleaning - Sonar-Jet

Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Company

of Idaho
  •  Farm and Ranch
  •  Crop Insurance
  •  Livestock Coverage
  •  Workers’ Comp

We have 48 offices across
the State.

Check our website for the
agent and office nearest you.

www.idfbins.com

WE SELL AND REPAIR THEM ALL

G.J. VERTI-LINE 
PUMPS, INC

1970 Highland Ave. E.
Twin Falls, Idaho
208-733-4278

We have specialized in serving the 
agricultural community since 1952Authorized Sales & Service

Berkeley & Cornell Pumps • New 
& Used Equipment • Chemigation 
Valves • Pvc-aluminum Main Lines 

Complete Aluminum Repair
Portable Heliarc-welding

(208) 678-3101
44 E. 500 S. Burley

Go 5 Miles South of Burley on Hwy.
27, then 1/2 Mile East on 500 South

Since 1978

Mountain States
Contractors, Inc.

Residential &
Commercial

We Do Pole Barns!
CCB #150949 

ID #RCE-3801 

Insured & Bonded
40 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

ID/OR
208-549-3295 or

cell phone @ 208-550-0420
(Roger) Weiser, ID

WANTED: New Holland Bale Wagons.
Self Propelled and Pull Types.
All models considered. 
Roeder Implement • P.O. Box 228
Seneca, KS 66538 • 785-336-6103

BALE WAGONS

goat–sheep

agriculture
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Centennial Tractor, Inc.
Hammett, ID
(208) 366-2088 • (800) 769-5661

Mountain View
Equipment Co.
Caldwell, ID
(208) 459-4609 • (800) 769-5661

Schlofman Tractor
& Implement
Boise, ID
(208) 376-3333
www.schlofmantractor.com
(Compact & Utility Only)

Tractor Sales
& Auto, Inc.
Idaho Falls, ID
(208) 522-7291
www.tractorsalesinc.com
(Compact & Utility Only)

Agri-Service Northwest
Eltopia, WA
(800) 215-0265
www.agriservicenorthwest.com

Valley Repair
Stanwood, WA
(360) 629-3477 • (800) 454-4600
www.valleyrepair.com
(Compact & Utility Only)


